
FOUNDATIONAL
(Level Setting)

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION
2022 TRAINING

INTERMEDIATE
(Exploring Dimensions of DEI)

 

ADVANCING 
(Deepening Analysis)

BEST-IN-CLASS 
(Allyship in Action)

Microlearning Program Designed to Develop Essential DEI Skills

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Built into each level are six (6)15-minute learning experiences that include multi-modal learning, interactive knowledge checks, and actionable takeaways.
 

Sign up here: executiveexcellence.com/DEI-Training



Subscription Access:Subscription Access:

Customized DEI courses in 4 Progressive Levels from Foundational to Best-in-Class 
Email reminders as fresh content is added to the virtual library
Access to a full library of 900+ microlessons available via the Netflix-style library
Videos, quizzes and interactive content designed to deepen the learning experience
Digital Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Digital Credentials

INCLUDES:

Customized DEI courses in 4 Progressive Levels from Foundational to Best-in-Class

Live weekly group conversations guided by expert DEI facilitators 
Videos, quizzes and interactive content designed to deepen the learning experience
Published calendar and email reminders to keep participants on track
Access to a full library of 900+ microlessons available via the Netflix-style library  
Digital Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Executive Certificate and Digital Credentials

INCLUDES:

        (6 weeks per level)  

Break down the complexities of DEI into consumable, engaging bites; help demystify the process; and
make it possible to gain actionable takeaways! Each progressive lesson in our program is an opportunity to
gain skills and build confidence to support your DEI learning journey.  

 DEI EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATE TRACK

Sign up here: executiveexcellence.com/DEI-Training

Becoming an inclusive leader takes time and practice. Whether you want on-demand access; a
deeper dive, a facilitated certificate program that includes other industry leaders; or a customized

program for your Company’s team(s), our DEI courses are designed to seamlessly integrate with
your learning ecosystem.

 

LEVELS 1-4 | LED BY FACILITATOR

ON-DEMAND TRACK
LEVELS 1-4 | SELF-PACED

$995 per level $3,480 totalOrOr

COMPANY TEAM TRACK
WANT CUSTOMIZED DEI CONTENT FOR YOUR TEAM? EMAIL INFO@EXECUTIVEEXCELLENCE.COM

3 months: $795 6 months: $1,195 12 months: $1,995

mailto:info@executiveexcellence.com

